
 



  



 

 





      

 



  

 

Hunt ID: CO-Lion-MA5LO-D8MO-ARK7M 



 

Here Kitty, Kitty, kitty. 

He kills 2 deer per week, year around, in the winter more so than not the larger bucks and even elk. 

He is man’s main competition on the deer and elk herds. In addition it is not uncommon since they hunt 

mostly at night for a lion to hunt a farm house yard or the edge of town for house cats and dogs to carry 

them off and eat back them in the safety in the dark. The owner the next morning may see tracks in the 

snow or if there isn’t any snow on the ground he doesn’t know what happened to his dog that sleeps in 

his dog house every night. 

Although there is a quota on how many are taken we are below the quota at this time making licenses 

and hunts available. Legal weapons include, rifle, pistol, Bow, Muzzleloader. The outfitter will be able to 

provide the full details on weapons, calibers and so on. The CP&W also has a 20 question  online test to 

complete before purchasing a license on lion identification. 

Colorado Mountain Lion Hunting Detail 

Mountain Lion hunting (aka cougar hunting) is done in BLM unit’s GMU021, GMU022, GMU023, 

GMU024, GMU025, GMU030, GMU031, GMU040, GMU061 and GMU062 which are all in Western 

Colorado.  Loma/ Grand Junction, Colorado is the base for these guided hunts and the general area that 

these herds of deer and elk winter every year. The hunting grounds are rugged high desert terrain units 

with a reputation for producing good lions. The lions follow their food source, migrating deer and elk. 

With 3-5 dogs we follow the lions. Most morning start early driving the 4 wheel drive roads crisscrossing 

the country looking for tracks left the previous night when the lions are the most active, when a fresh 

track is found from an adult lion the strike dog is released to confirm the freshness of the trail and if he 

approves the hunt is on.  We only hunt one client at a time on a 1 on 1 hunt, and have a 5 day 99% 

success rate in the past and I don’t see that changing any time soon.  We are highly focused on getting 

this wild game eating lion as you will see and our success rate shows it. Hunts take place in December, 

January, February and March for the most part depending on the snow conditions and quota of lions 

taken. 

Excerpt from times of Theodore Roosevelt hunting Lions in western Colorado in the early 1900’s. 

1901, When his friends proposed a month-long mountain lion hunting expedition to Colorado for early 

1901, Roosevelt eagerly accepted. "Possibly Mr. Roosevelt will acquire enough practice with mountain 

lions to enable him to cope with U.S. Senators." 
Rifle Reveille,  
 
Jan. 18, 1901. The chase is among the best of all national pastimes; it cultivates that vigorous manliness 

for the lack of which in a nation, as in an individual, the possession of no other qualities can possibly 
alone. 
 

1901 This morning, soon after starting out, we struck the cold trail of a mountain lion. The hounds 
puzzled about for nearly two hours, going up and down the great gorges, until we sometimes absolutely 
lost even the sound of the baying. Then they struck the fresh trail, where the cougar had killed a deer 

overnight. In half an hour a clamorous yelling told us they had overtaken the quarry; for we had been 
riding up the slopes and along the crests, wherever it was possible for the horses to get footing. As we 
plunged and scrambled down towards the noise, one of my companions, Phil Stewart, stopped us while 



he took a Kodak of a rabbit which sat unconcernedly right beside our path. Soon we saw the lion in a 
treetop, with two of the dogs so high up among the branches that he was striking at them. He was more 

afraid of us than of the dogs, and as soon as he saw us he took a great flying leap and was off, the pack 
close behind. In a few hundred yards they had him up another tree. Here I could have shot him (Tony 
climbed almost up to him, and then fell twenty feet out of the tree), but waited for Stewart to get a 

photo; and he jumped again. This time, after a couple of hundred yards, the dogs caught him, and a 
great fight followed. They could have killed him by themselves, but he bit or clawed four of them, and 
for fear he might kill one I ran in and stabbed him behind the shoulder, thrusting the knife you loaned 
me right into his heart. I have always wished to kill a cougar as I did this one, with dogs and the knife. 

2001- Colorado State Record Lion, which broke a 100 year record set in 1901. by Theodore 

Roosevelt. 2004-2006Largest Lion to be entered in Boone and Crockett Records.. 

January 2006  If hunting along the West Slope was good enough for a Rough Rider like Teddy Roosevelt, it 
will be good enough for you too. Mountain lion hunting has seldom been better than it is today.  
By Michael Kallal, Outdoor Life 
 

 

How You Can Help 

It is an excellent hunt of man vs beast with 3-5 hounds, a houndsman, outfitter and the lucky hunter. I 

say “Lucky hunter,” because we fill 99% of the time. 

Why so successful? 

Lions follow their migrating prey, deer and elk down to the low country each winter and stay here where 

the prey numbers and concentration is the highest. Because of this it greatly reduced the number of 

miles to, be covered to find an adult lion. 

Snow, yes snow is your friend. A cat being chased on hard ground will run and run and run. A cat being 

chased on snow will run until he is board of running and will quickly tree to get above what he thinks are 

a couple of noisy coyotes. 

When arriving at the treed cat location the dog handler quickly ties back the dogs so that if the cat 

comes down wounded the dogs don’t meet him. A lion can kill every dog, if he is wounded and meets 

the dog.  

Why did he go up the tree in the first place then? 

It was easier than standing his ground and fighting the dogs. 

Wounded, he must stand his ground and can take out every dog in a short time. 

So when the lion is in the tree and the dog handler pulls away the dogs, all focus is on the hunter to 

make the shot,  a good shot, a one and only shot so that when the cat hits the ground he is stone cold 

dead and not a threat to man or beast. 

Can you shoot that well? 

 



If so we have the hunt for you to take home a Colorado Mountain lion, Puma, whatever you want to call 

it. The outfitter targets the herds of deer and elk wintering ground that he hunts during the deer and elk 

season so that the removal of the lion increases the winter survival rate of the deer and elk. 

This in turn allows him to continue his 95% success rate on his deer and elk hunters in the fall by 

supporting the growth of his deer and elk population numbers. Since in the winter the lion focuses on 

the large single bucks because they are loners and easier to sneak up on you can see where his focus. 

In an effort to help him protect his deer and elk hunting quality and success he is willing to provide the 

first 4 lion hunts of the season at his cost of the hunt to him. You won’t see this offer after the first 4 

lions hunts are booked. He is offering the hunt at only $ 3995 for the 1st 4 hunters that book this season, 

December 2015, January 2016, February 2016 and March 2016. These are the prime lion hunting 

months. He has been 100% success on lions for the last 3 years. 

These are 5 day hunts if needed. Lodging is provided as long as you are hunting close enough to his 

home base that it is practical for him to provide his bunk house lodging. If a chase on a cat ends up away 

to where staying in a motel they lodging for the hunter is selected by the hunter, where he wants to stay 

in town at his luxury level and the outfitter will select his own, both paying for their own lodging. 

The hunt that he usually sells for $ 6000 is reduced down to only $ 3995 for the first 4 hunters then it 

will return to the $6000 mark. Don’t miss this hunt discounted $ 2000 of reduction price, they will fill 

fast. Feel free to look around, you won’t find a better price at such a high success rate anywhere. Don’t 

look to long and miss your opportunity to put a cat on your wall and protect our wintering deer and elk 

herds. In addition if you do want to hunt deer or elk with this outfitter and hunt the herds that you 

helped protect you will be provided with a Colorado elk hunt by this outfitter at a greatly reduced price 

also. You are helping the cause and he want to reward you for your assistance, and make you successful. 

The snow is here, the elk are here, the deer are here, the lions are here. We need you here as soon as 

possible to take the last component of this group home with you. Please. 

(Please note it is not legal to transport Lions into the state of California dead or alive.) 

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner 

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Book Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 

hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list 

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

